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QUESTION 1

Click the Exhibit button. 

A customer submits a service ticket complaining that access to http://www.example.com/ has been blocked. 

Referring to the log message shown in the exhibit, why was access blocked? 

A. All illegal source port was utilized. 

B. The URI matched a profile entry. 

C. The user/role permissions were exceeded. 

D. There was a website category infraction. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Click the Exhibit button. 
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Your organization requests that you direct Facebook traffic out a different link to ensure that the bandwidth for critical
applications is protected. 

Referring to the exhibit, which forwarding instance will be used on your SRX Series device? 

A. R3 

B. R1 

C. R2 

D. inet.0 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Click the Exhibit button. 
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Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true? 

A. E-mails from the user@example.com address are marked with SPAM in the subject line by the spam block list
server. 

B. E-mails from the user@example.com address are blocked by the spam list server. 

C. E-mails from the user@example.com address are blocked by the reject blacklist. 

D. E-mails from the user@example.com address are allowed by the allow whitelist. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which AppSecure feature identifies applications that are present in traffic? 

A. AppID 

B. AppTrack 
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C. AppFW 

D. AppQoS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the exhibit, the host has been automatically blocked from communicating on the network because a
malicious file was downloaded. You cleaned the infected host and changed the investigation status to Resolved ?Fixed. 

What does Sky ATP do if the host then attempts to download a malicious file that would result in a threat score of 10? 

A. Sky ATP does not log the connection attempt and an SRX Series device does not allow the host to communicate on
the network. 

B. Sky ATP logs the connection attempt and an SRX Series device does not allow the host to communicate on the
network. 

C. Sky ATP logs the connection attempt and an SRX Series device allows the host to communicate on the network. 

D. Sky ATP does not log the connection attempt and an SRX Series device allows the host to communicate on the
network. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You need to add all of the sites in the domain example.com to urllist2. You decide to use wildcards to account for any
changes made to the domain in the future. 
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In this scenario, which two commands would you use to meet this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. set custom-objects url-pattern urllist2 value http://*.example.com 

B. set custom-objects url-pattern urllist2 value http://*example.com 

C. set custom-objects url-pattern urllist2 value http://*.example.??? 

D. set custom-objects url-pattern urllist2 value http://*.example.* 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 7

Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the security policy shown in the exhibit, which two actions will happen as the packet is processed? (Choose
two.) 

A. It passes unmatched traffic after modifying the DSCP priority. 

B. It marks and passes matched traffic with a high DSCP priority. 
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C. It marks and passes matched traffic with a low DSCP priority. 

D. It passes unmatched traffic without modifying DSCP priority. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

You are implementing user authentication on your network using an SRX Series device and want to ensure that there
are redundant forms of authentication for users to access the network. You have configured the device with the
integrated user firewall and user role firewall features. You are testing failover methods using the default priority values. 

In this scenario, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. If the user fails local authentication, then the Junos OS will attempt to authenticate the user with a user role firewall. 

B. If the user fails user role firewall authentication, then the Junos OS will attempt to authenticate the user with an
integrated user firewall. 

C. If the user fails integrated user firewall authentication, then the Junos OS will attempt to authenticate with a user role
firewall. 

D. If the user fails local authentication, then the Junos OS will attempt to authenticate the user with an integrated user
firewall. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

Your network includes SRX Series devices at the headquarters location. The SRX Series devices at this location are
part of a high available chassis cluster and are configured for IPS. There has been a node failover. 

In this scenario, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The IP action table is synchronized between the chassis cluster nodes. 

B. Cached SSL session ID information for existing sessions is not synchronized between nodes. 

C. The IP action table is not synchronized between the chassis cluster nodes. 

D. Cached SSL session ID information for existing session is synchronized between nodes. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

Click the Exhibit button. 
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You are trying to implement secure wire on your SRX Series device. However, you are receiving the commit error
shown in the exhibit. 

What must you do to solve the problem? 
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A. Add the correct logical units to the interfaces in the secure wire. 

B. Put the ge-0/0/4 and ge-0/0/5 interfaces in separate secure wires. 

C. Change the Ethernet switching mode from access to trunk for the ge-0/0/4 and ge-0/0/5 interfaces. 

D. Add the ge-0/0/4 and ge-0/0/5 interfaces to the SV VLAN. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Your network includes SRX Series devices configured with AppSecure. 

Which two statements regarding the application identification engine are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Applications are only matched in traffic flows associated with client-to-server sessions. 

B. Applications are matched in traffic flows associated with client-to-server and server-to-client sessions. 

C. If the packets entering the engine match a known application, then processing continues. 

D. If the packets entering the engine match a known application, then processing stops. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer has recently deployed a next-generation firewall, sandboxing software, cloud access security brokers
(CASB), and endpoint protection. 

In this scenario, which tool would provide the customer with additional attack prevention? 

A. Junos Space Cross Provisioning Platform 

B. Contrail 

C. Security Director Policy Enforcer 

D. Network Director Inventory Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Your manager has notices a drop in productivity and believes it is due to employees checking their social media feeds
too frequently. You are asked to provide analytical statistics for this traffic within your network on an hourly basis. 

Which AppSecure feature should be used to collect this information? 

A. AppQoS 
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B. AppFW 

C. AppTrack 

D. APBR 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

What are three types of content that are filtered by the Junos UTM feature set? (Choose three.) 

A. IMAP 

B. HTTP 

C. SIP 

D. SSL 

E. FTP 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 15

You are configuring transparent mode on an SRX Series device. You must permit IP-based traffic only, and BPDUs
must be restarted to the VLANs from which they originate. 

Which configuration accomplishes these objectives? 

A. bridge { block-non-ip-all; bpdu-vlan-flooding; } 

B. bridge { block-non-ip-all; bypass-non-ip-unicast; no-packet-flooding; } 

C. bridge { bypass-non-ip-unicast; bpdu-vlan-flooding; } 

D. bridge { block-non-ip-all; bypass-non-ip-unicast; bpdu-vlan-flooding; } 

Correct Answer: A 
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